Quality Dimensions of Educational Morning Report Sessions
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Abstract

Morning report sessions had long-standing history in medical education. Morning report management is an important aspect of professional medical education. To evaluate the contents of the morning report sessions, including management, staff training, deep learning, attention to learners at different level of education, record keeping, feedback, and final summarizing, direct observation of 73 sessions was conducted in five teaching hospitals in a medical university in Tehran. The following scores were obtained: morning report management (91%), training faculty members (9%), residents’ training (4%), direct learning by patient management instead of memorizing study material (88%), paying attention to the different educational levels of learners (28%), record keeping (36%), systematic feedback (48%), and a final summarizing session (26%). Out of eight, five dimensions related to teaching in the morning report sessions need improvisation, specifically on the training of faculty members and residents, paying attention to different educational levels of learners, brief summary of all sessions, and record keeping.
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Introduction

Morning report as an educational session has a long-standing history in medical education (1, 2). Participants believe that morning report sessions are more effective than lectures (3, 4). Participants in morning report sessions generally include faculty members and learners at different levels of education (5, 6). In a study, in which residents acted as teachers, development was observed after a short training course (7). Most often, chief residents become the managers of morning report sessions (8). In a previous study, in which residents were asked about who they preferred as directors of the morning report sessions, 48% of the residents believed that the chief resident is most appropriate, 42 preferred guest faculty members, and the remaining 10% preferred their own faculty members (5). The presence of the chairman of the subspecialty faculties influences the type of cases, although they are generally the managers of the morning report session (8, 9). Residents desire deeper understanding of concepts from few cases (2, 3, 5), and the faculty members follow different perspective and prefer review of all cases (10). A systematic review revealed that faculty members act as the leaders of the morning report sessions in 70% of the cases, while chief resident do so in 30% of the cases (2, 11-14). Another study reported that faculty
members act as manager, while the chief resident is responsible for case selection (6).
In order to improve the quality of morning report sessions, focusing on the training of faculty members and residents is important. In a study, residents played the role of teachers after training in a 3-hour workshop, which resulted in higher satisfaction of the learners (7). In another study, the attendants passing a training workshop provided increased satisfaction among learners, although it was not significant (15).

Traditionally, the main aspect of morning report sessions has been sharing of lectures, stories, and passive learning (1, 2). Practice-based learning is a basic dimension of proper patient care, which should be included in the curriculum (16). During the process of mental learning, discussion, and teaching by using case examples produces a database in the brain, which directs the reasoning and problem-solving activities to enable managing a specific case (17).
The existence of different levels of learners is another issue. Results of a previous study revealed that students comprise of 66% learners, but contributes to only 20% in terms of contribution to selecting and presenting the cases. About 40% of the residents believed that this companionship may improve their learning (18).
Record keeping is a challenging aspect of the morning report sessions. Record keeping follows education and evaluation goals (19-21). In a study, 23% of the morning report sessions are not recorded in the United States (8). Only one-third of the morning report participants are satisfied (6). Another study evaluated that incorporating the system of taking feedback can improve the satisfaction level from morning report sessions up to 77% (22).

**Methods**

The present study aimed to evaluate the quality dimensions of the morning report sessions in five teaching hospital of a medical university in Tehran. The study dimensions included morning report management, training of faculty members and residents, deep learning instead of memorizing, paying attention to the educational levels of the learners, record keeping, giving feedback, and a brief conclusion at the end of the session. For evaluation of the teaching time for learners at different levels of education, the ratio and discussion time with junior and senior learners was considered. In case the ratios were equal, the maximum score (100) is assigned, if unequal, the score is decreased based on the difference. For example, if 40% of the time was spent on juniors and 60% on senior learners, the difference was 10%, which was multiplied by 2, followed by 20% subtraction from 100%, giving a final score of 80%. In this regard, if the teaching time for learners at different levels of education was unequal, the final score of this dimension would decrease. The second dimension was including discussion about patient management instead of memorizing the educational material. A trained person calculated the percent of total time spent on discussion about patient management and found that time could be regarded as the index for scoring efficiency of patient management.

Morning report session management was the third dimension. The optimal situation was the case in which the chief resident or a faculty member would play the role of the manager. This dimension was evaluated by observation in addition to interviewing the ward director, where each obtained 50 scores from the total score of 100.

The fourth dimension was incorporating a brief conclusion at the end of the session by an attending trainee. Maximum score was achieved when summarizing was performed in 1 minute, with every additional minute over the optimal time (1 minute), 20% of the score was subtracted. For instance, if summarizing took 2 minutes, the score of this dimension was set at 80%.
Other dimensions included training of the faculty members and residents, record keeping, and obtaining systematic feedback.
from the learners, which involved the directors and chief residents from each ward. The data obtained were analyzed by SPSS software (Ver. 18).

Results

Observation of 73 morning report sessions provided the score of 28% with respect to paying attention to different educational levels of learners, contributed 39% and 22% by the surgical and non-surgical wards, respectively. The score of patient management instead of memorizing content was 88%, including 82% from the surgical and 91% from non-surgical wards. A total score of the morning report session management was 91%, with 93% and 90% from the surgical and non-surgical wards, respectively. Score obtained after including the summarizing session was 26%, contributed by 29% from the surgical and 25% from the non-surgical wards.

In 4% of the studied wards, the residents participated in clinical education workshops. The corresponding percent for the surgical and non-surgical wards was 0% and 6%, respectively. Participation of the faculty members in the above-mentioned workshops was 9%, contributed by 11% from the surgical and 8% from the non-surgical wards. The score of record keeping of the sessions was 36%, contributed by 39% from the surgical and 35% from the non-surgical wards.

In the intensive care unit (ICU) and the psychiatric ward, the score for record keeping was 100%.

The total score from the systematic feedback was 48%, contributed by 44% from the surgical and 50% from the non-surgical wards.

Discussion

The levels of knowledge and clinical skills of the faculty members are significant factors contributing to the morning report sessions quality. In the present study, review of 25 academic wards showed that 4% of the residents and 9% of the faculty members participated in a training workshops focusing on morning report. This result confirms the lack of a systematic training program for residents and faculty members, despite the importance of the issue.

A study involving 74 residents asked 44 questions regarding morning report sessions and found that 72% of the teachers were very competent. The most valuable traits expressed as the indices of competency were as follows: knowledge (90%), asking proper questions (86%), and good communication skills (84%) (8). However, in another study, participation in training workshops showed improved educational capacity after the morning report sessions (7).

In our study, the morning report sessions was managed by the chief residents or faculty members. Among these two, if the residents are appointed as teacher, their level of commitment to training and teaching would definitely improve. Teaching responsibilities of the residents is increasing in educational programs (7, 23, 24).

In the present study, the score of patient management discussions instead of memorizing factual material was 88%, which is acceptable. Problem-based learning is a well-known educational strategy (25, 26). Cognitive psychology studies have shown that learning by discussion improves the learning process and the long-term retention of learned topics (27-30).

In this study, the score of paying attention to the different levels of learners was 28%. Some studies have mentioned that this matter is a result of ignoring of junior learners and focusing more on senior learners (18).

In another study, it was revealed that structured morning report sessions, including a summarizing section, can influence the clinical decisions (31). However, in this study, only 26% of the scores was obtained after incorporation of the summarizing section, which is not significant. This could
probably be due to inappropriate structuring or conduction of the sessions. Record keeping has been considered as an important parameter of these morning sessions (32). In the present study, the score of record keeping was 36%, which is not acceptable. Interestingly, the score in some of the wards, including ICU and psychiatry ward, was almost 100%. This difference may be due to the special care the directors of these wards exercise, since legal and problematic decisions are a normal issue for complicated cases in these wards. The results of the previous studies have confirmed that students tend to provide regular and periodic feedbacks on request (3, 33).

Conclusions

In order to improve the quality of medical education, morning report sessions should be incorporated in the course. The results of the present study revealed that some aspects of this session need improvisation. These weak dimensions include training of faculty members and residents, summarizing of the sessions, and record-keeping.
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